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Wise 

I.  Introduction: 

A.  There’s a lot of wisdom to be gain in this life:  & I have here 
my own collection of wisdom--   Here’s a sampling… 

*Don’t sweat the petty things; and don’t pet the sweaty things. 

*I doubt, therefore, I might be. 

*Procrastination is the art of keeping up with yesterday. 

*Men are from earth.  Women are from earth.  Deal with it. 

*Before man invented drawing boards, what did they go back to? 

*If you tried to fail, and succeed, which have you done? 

*If it weren’t for electricity, we’d be watching our TIVO on our flat-screens by 
candlelight. 

*Misery doesn’t love company.  Misery doesn’t love anything. 

*It’s true that you can’t take it with you, but you ought to remember that how 
you got it may determine where you go. 

*The tongue weighs almost nothing, but so few people can hold it. 

B.  Well, obviously, not all points of wisdom hold the same 
value:  & You might even be as convinced as I am→  That Common Sense 
isn’t all that common…  & So asking, “Who is actually Wise?”--   Is a very 
good question…  As you know, there’s a section in the OT known as 
“Wisdom Literature” (Job / Ps / Prov / Eccl/ Song of Sol.)→  But I believe there’s 
also a book of Wisdom in the NT--  & That would be the Book of James…  
& Nowhere does James focus on this more than in our text today 
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II.  Let’s pick up in James 3: 13f 
Who is wise and understanding among you? Let him show it by his good 
life, by deeds done in the humility that comes from wisdom. But if you 
harbor bitter envy and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not boast 
about it or deny the truth. Such "wisdom" does not come down from 
heaven but is earthly, unspiritual, of the devil. For where you have envy 
and selfish ambition, there you find disorder and every evil practice.  

A.  We’re all familiar with Solomon:  & How God actually 
offered Solomon any wish he desired…  (& Solomon responded)  “I’m young /  
& I have all these people to lead→  So what I need more than anything else is 
to have a discerning heart” (& we’re told how this really pleased God!)…   
& Ever since then, God’s people have been challenged to be like  
Solomon…  (you see)  Wisdom must be pursued Intentionally by 
every believer…  This isn’t something that people are born with…   
Now some believers will naturally have more intelligence than other 
believers…  But all believers can intend to be spiritually discerning…   
It’s like the legend involving Socrates:  He had a man approach him who 
was a bit Arrogant…  (& he asked)  “Oh, great Socrates, teach me your 
wisdom”…  & So, Socrates took this man down to the sea→  & They 
waded in…  (& Socrates asked)  “What is it that you want?” (& the man repeated 
“Wisdom”)…  & So at that, Socrates Grabbed him by the shoulders / Pushed 
him under the water / Held him there for a short while / & then Pulled him 
back up…  (& he asked him again)  “What is it that you want?” (“Wisdom, Oh Great 
One!”)…   & So Socrates pushed him back under the water for even longer→ 
& Then pulled him back up (“What do you want?” – “Wisdom”)…   
& So, he pushed him under the water for even longer→  & Then pulled him 
back up gasping (“What do you want?” – “Air!”)…  (At that Socrates said)  “When 
you want wisdom as much as you want air→ You’ll get it”…  God’s wisdom 
is something that is offered to all believers→  But you have to want it…   

B.  & That’s b/c our Instincts have been twisted since the 
Garden:  You See, the world’s wisdom was downloaded into our moral 
genetic make-up→  When Satan convinced Eve to eat the forbidden fruit…   
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& You’ll remember that we’re told that--  The fruit of the tree was good 
for food and pleasing to the eye, and (notice) also desirable for gaining 
wisdom…  What was the temptation of the Garden:  That has caused all 
this Hell on Earth that we’ve faced ever since?--  (It essentially this)  You don’t 
need God to figure out life (We can do it on our own)…  & So, Ever since the 
Garden: There have been two sources of Wisdom--  The 
wisdom of the World & the wisdom of God…  This is how Paul 
puts it to the church in Rome (Rom.1:21f)--   Yes, they knew God, but they 
wouldn’t worship him as God or even give him thanks. And they began to 
think up foolish ideas of what God was like. As a result, their minds 
became dark and confused. (now notice) Claiming to be wise, they instead 
became utter fools…   Now here’s the thing about these two types of 
wisdom:  Both sides think that the way the other side looks at things is 
Unwise…   & Again, our struggle is that (left to ourselves)→ We’re 
instinctively drawn to the wrong source…  &So, just being around God 
doesn’t insulate us from this:  Whether it’s Abraham taking a short-cut by 
having a child by Hagar→ Since it just wasn’t reasonable to think that the 
promise of a child would come through Sarah / Or Lot choosing what looked 
to be a great real-estate investment near Sodom→  But ended up losing his 
Family in the exchange / Or James & John who sought to improve their 
status→ By requesting the seats of power next to Jesus / Or Peter trying to 
argue Jesus out of going to the Cross→  Just so life could be a bit more 
comfortable / Or how all the disciples continually trivialized the Kingdom 
through their petty concerns…  & In all of this:  The choices these People 
made seemed to be reasonable at the moment--   But their views of life were 
so narrow→ That they were easily Mislead…  & So, we learn that pursuing 
the right Wisdom can be very Evasive…  Remember what James has just 
told us back in Chapter 1?--   If you want wisdom→  Ask God…   

III.  Now let me make Two Distinctions about God’s 
Wisdom: 

A. 1st True Wisdom is not simply the accumulation 
of knowledge:  You might even know a person who can rehearse 
impressive amounts of knowledge→  But (nonetheless) you wouldn’t go to 
them for advice…  You See, Knowledge is the accumulation of information 
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While Wisdom is the ability to actually walk the talk…  This is probably a 
bit legendary:  But when Henry Ford built his first plant to produce cars--  
Ford asked electrical genius Charlie Steinmetz→  To build the generators for 
his factory... One day the generators ground to a halt→  & the Repairmen 
couldn't find the problem...  So Ford ended up having to call Steinmetz:  
Who tinkered with the machines for just a few hours→  & then threw the 
switch / & the generators came to life...  Later on Ford got a bill from 
Steinmetz for $10,000...  Flabbergasted, Henry Ford inquired why the bill 
was so high... Steinmetz's reply?: For Tinkering with the  generators -- $10 
For knowing Where to tinker -- $9,990 (Ford paid the bill)...  (my point?)  
Wisdom is the ability to use what we know for Good 

Now to dig a bit deeper here:  (As James puts it)  A person shows his wisdom 
by his “Good Life” (really it’s better translated as a “Way of living”)...  In other 
words, it’s the way you live (not the way you argue) that counts...  & It’s defined 
(James says)  “By deeds done in Humility”...   & So, the impression you get 
from James:  Is that there were those in the church there who were standing 
up (saying)→  “Let me tell you what I think on this issue!”...   
& They were able to give arguments that were “Legitimizing” (& even 
impressive)...   But when you looked carefully at their lives (AND the effect they 
were having on other people)--   It revealed a Corrosive effect→  That was at 
odds with the “law of love”...  & So, James talks about the effect all of this 
is having within the church:  As he makes reference specifically to their 
Quarreling (Arguing / Anger / Prejudice / & Slander)--    & things were 
falling apart→  & everyone ended up at each others' throats...   

B. 2nd True Wisdom is not “Baptized” personal 
ambition:  The church that James was writing to→  Was a church 
Under Pressure...  & Being under pressure→  This church was vulnerable to 
Fragmenting…  & Apparently some self-appointed teachers emerged in this 
vulnerable situation--   Each playing out their own agenda through political 
lobbying…   & Our text here uses a word translated “Envy”:  Which (by the 
way) finds its origins in the root word for “Zeal” (fervor)…  & What this 
pictures (you see)→  Is someone with exaggerated (Misplaced & Misguided) sense 
of Devotion…  It’s the word Paul uses to describe himself when he talks 
about having a past marked by a Zeal for God→  Which lead him to 
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persecute the church…  You See, often times:  B/C we feel so strongly about 
something→  We just assume that God feels as strongly as we do…  & In 
our desperate attempts to persuade others to see our point of view→  We 
place ourselves at risk of losing our sense of reason--   & We end up 
becoming Obsessive/Fanatical…  & That (you see) makes us susceptible to 
becoming bitter… 

IV.  So, in the midst of this church under Stress:  James 
attempts to refocus their hearts→  By revealing what true heavenly wisdom is 
like...  & Here he gives 7 characteristics→  Like Pearls strung together...  
So, pick up with me in James 3:17f 

But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure / then 
peace-loving / considerate / submissive / full of mercy and good fruit / 
impartial / and sincere. Peacemakers who sow in peace raise a harvest 
of righteousness.  

Now, what’s the potentially tedious part of this text:  Is our having to 
understand & harmonize all of these separate characteristics…   
The substantial part is the synergetic effect of actually getting it!...    
You See, (for James) Wisdom is like Faith:  (remember?) You don’t have Faith 
Just b/c you say what you believe / & You don’t have Wisdom→  Just b/c 
you can make coherent arguments...  You have Wisdom if it produces the 
heart of God in your Lifestyle...  So, let me attempt to paint a picture of 
God’s Wisdom→  By giving you 3 revealing Actions of Heavenly Wisdom... 

A.  1st Heaven’s Wisdom practices Humility:  Again, 
James’ church was being troubled by litigious/contentious individuals--   
Thus James keeps asking throughout this book→ For them to stop being so 
quick to speak & anger / & to stop arguing with each other...  It’s an 
insightful question to ask: How can we be (as Paul encourages us) “Growing in 
the Grace & Knowledge of God”→  If we’re not willing to expand & change 
our minds?...  Now Here, James uses the word “Considerate”:  (i.e.)  It goes 
beyond the strict requirements of justice / It makes allowances for others / 
It’s predisposition is not to charge in like a Sherman Tank to fix problems...  
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Then he uses the word “Submissive”: (i.e.)  The willingness to Re-evaluate & 
Learn / To be Reasonable & Flexible...  (You See) The trajectory of God’s 
Wisdom is not inclined toward Dogmatism--   (i.e.)  Being out of 
balance in our perspective on religious issues→  In such a way that it leads 
us to act as though our very life hangs on that issue...  Which (of course) causes 
us to be Hyper-Critical / & To assert their Opinions in ways that are out-of-
wack with true reason...  In our college class on Sunday mornings→  
We’re studying through Richard Foster’s book – “The Celebration of 
Disciple”:   & Last week I was assigned the chapter on Submission→   
& There Foster states this “Submission is the ability to lay down the 
terrible burden of always needing to get our own way....Frankly, most things 
in life are not nearly so important as we think they are--  Our lives will not 
come to an end if this or that does not happen.  If you will watch these 
things, you will see (for example) that almost all church fights and splits occur 
because people do not have the freedom to give in to each other--  We insist 
that a critical issue is at stake / We are fighting for a sacred principle.  
Perhaps that is true--  Usually it is not”...   

B.  2nd Heaven’s Wisdom promotes what Matters:  
Worldly wisdom gets hung up on Inferior matters→  & Ultimately prove to 
be meaningless (b/c they’re Temporary)...  Earlier James says that this kind of 
wisdom is “Earthly & Unspiritual”:  He’s not necessarily saying that the 
world’s wisdom is always obviously satanic--   But rather that it’s aims & 
goals are so Horizontal→  That it makes them ultimately Insignificant...  In 
Fact, when James tells us that the world’s wisdom leads to “Every evil 
practice” --   That word for “Evil” isn’t the word for being blatantly wicked...  
What it’s actually saying:  Is that although worldly wisdom may not 
produce what is necessarily “Bad”→  It (nonetheless) produces what is Good 
For Nothing...  The wisdom of the world doesn’t produce anything that 
really matters→  When you ask yourself what matters most...  In Other 
words, God’s wisdom doesn’t become preoccupied with petty 
things...  It’s like the story of the man in Boston who was entertaining a 
famous Chinese Scholar:  He met his oriental friend at the train station→  
& rushed him to the Subway...  & As they were running through the subway 
station--   (the host panted)  “If we run & catch the next train→  We’ll save 3 
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minutes”...  (To which the Chinese Philosopher replied)  “And What significant thing 
shall we do→  With the 3 minutes that we are saving?”...  When William 
Booth founded the Salvation Army in London, England in 1865:  He 
was bitterly attacked by the British press...  & One day his oldest son 
(Bramwell) showed him a newspaper article attacking his work...  (& William said 
to Bramwell)  “Fifty years from now it will matter very little how people 
treated us→  But it will matter a great deal whether or not we did the work of 
God”...   

C.  3rd Heaven’s Wisdom produces Peace:  Do you notice 
how most of the characteristics James gives here deal with Relationships? 
(Peace-loving / Considerate / Submissive / Full of Mercy)...  Wisdom (you see) never 
sees life as a choice between Truth & Love...  B/C what truth does is to teach 
you to treat people with love...  Like Peter tells us (I Pet.1:22):  Now that you 
have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere 
love for your brothers, love one another deeply, from the heart...  & So 
(you see)  The Wisdom from above will deepen you 
relationships→ Not fragment them...  There’s a large statue of 
Jesus in the Andes Mountains between Argentina & Chile called Christ 
the Redeemer of the Andes:  & back in 1904, it was placed there as a 
sign--  That as long as it stands→  The people of Argentina & Chile will 
never go to war with each other (They’ll live in peace)...  But (ironically) shortly 
after it was built→  A controversy arose b/c the statue faced toward 
Argentina...  & The Chileans were upset that the back of Jesus was facing 
them...  & They were about to have a war over the statue...  Until a wise 
editor of a newspaper in Chile→  (said) “Well, you have to remember that the 
Argentinians need a whole lot more watching over than we do”...   

Now, notice how James closes this section on Wisdom:  (he says) 
Peacemakers who sow in peace raise a harvest of righteousness...  Now 
(first of all) I want you to understand that the word “Peace”→  Comes from the 
rich texture of the Hebrew word “Shalom”--   & It’s emphasis is not on the 
absence of Tension (Not peace at any Price / It’s not peace through Appeasement)→  
But rather it’s linked to the idea of being Whole / Healthy / Complete...   
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& So, if we’re pursuing Peace→  That’s the direction we’re moving...   Now, 
I’m not a farmer:  (But I know this) I don’t care how good the Seed is→  It 
has to be in the right climate (environment) or it won’t grow...  (& so James says)  
“You want good things to flourish in your church?--   Then You have to 
possess a climate of Peace”....   

**So who is really the Wise person?:  It’s the person who is Humble / 
Devotion is not misguided / & Who has healthy relationships 

V.  Well, let me end with this:  The story is told about man spoke 
with the Lord about heaven and hell…  (& the Lord said to the man) "Come, I will 
show you Hell”…  & There they entered a room→ Where a group of people 
sat around a huge pot of Stew… & Yet, everyone was Famished / Desperate / 
& Starving…  Each person held a spoon that reached the pot: But each 
spoon had such a long handle→ That it could not be used to get the stew into 
their own mouths…  The suffering was terrible.  
 
After a while, the Lord said: "Come now, I will show you Heaven”…   
& Interestingly enough, there they entered another room that was Identical 
to the one in Hell--   The pot of Stew / A group of People / & the same long-
handled Spoons… But this time everyone was happy & well-nourished…  (& 
the man said) “I don't understand….Why are they happy here→ When they 
were miserable in the other room--  & everything was the same?"…  (& the 
Lord smiled & said) "Ah, that’s simple….Here they have learned to feed each 
other."


